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FROM : ADE BULTTITIN Number 20 January 1969

THE GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION: A MINORITY STATEMENT
ft-rt AND A PREDICTION
4) By Randolph H. Hudson, Central State University

CD ADE members attending the December MLA Convention were invited to a session concerned
primarily with the use of the Graduate Record Examination in screening applicants to

1.1.1 graduate programs. The argument was that as more and more students apply to more and

more graduate schools, screening procedures will by necessity be simplified, and the

GRE will be increasingly widely used and trusted. The second half of the argument

was designed to allay the misgivings of those of us who are uneasy about such a develop-

ment. I, for one, left the Georgian Ballroom of New York's Americana Hotel convinced

more by the first half of the pitch than the second. The sudden death of Professor

Bradford Booth prevented the delivery of his paper, but it was distri.buted in written

form. Professor Booth had prepared a convincing account of the obvious high purpose,

intelligence, and goodwill that go into making up the Literature section of the GRE.

His paper carries the expected disclaimer: "Now let me say at once that I have

never encountered any committee member or anybody at ETS who considered that the test
offered to admissions officers anything but valuable supplementary information. It is

obviously not a substitute for a course record extending over four years." In Professor

Booth's own department, however, this disclaimer appears to have been disclaimed, for
we later read, "I can report that at UCLA we do not accept for graduate admission in
English any student who scores on the GRE lower than the 70th percentile, unless the

other evidence of superior promise is overwhelming."

From this paper we learn that the test through multiple-choice questions covers Literary

Analysis (55%) and Literary Background (45%), with sub-categories maintaining an appro-

priate balance between various periods of English and American literature. A question

from the floor asked whether test results could show the breakdown of scores by Literary

Analysis and Literary Background and by the other sub-categories, but the answer was

that the small number of questions in individual categories makes the scores in these

areas unreliable. The final score, then, is the summation of several components, each

of which is, in itself, statistically unreliable. One might argue that just as every

cell in the human body carries the full genetic register of the larger organism, so,

too, can a single strong sentence offer valid evidence of the writer's mind in a way

that no accumulation of multiple-choice answers can. The multiple-choice test assumes

that the important question is what is the right answer; whereas the real question is

2.11 is one of the answers superior to the others?

Is the final score a valid indication of appropriate admissions criteria? One notices

immediately that a student attempting to transfer into English from another field would

be at a great disadvantage when competing against applicants who had been plugging along

toward their English Ph.D.'s since their freshman years, and since superior work in,

say, philosophy, is hardly "overwhelming" evidence of superior work in English, such
applicants are presumably to be rejected by departments which follow Professor Booth's

advice about maintaining a high cut-off point. One can argue, then, that as it is now

written, scored, and employed, the test thus systematically eliminates those students

who could brihg to their graduate work the excitement of discovering a new field, and

bring to the profession the findings of related areas of study.

Dr. Gustave Arlt spoke for the academic people who represent us to the ETS. He talked

at some length about the problem of testing for "maturity"--suggesting that, as I under-

stood his argument, the long period required by the average student in English (9.1 years)

to complete his doctorate contrasted to the shorter time required by young scientists
(5.4 years for chemists) shows that students entering the humanities are often less
mature than their professionally oriented scientific colleagues. Students enter the
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humanities because of the= 1W-E-7t i -asa 4iaely and think widely; students entering

scientific fields Kam. wna. rheN sant :a an, '..ihat they want to be, and how to get

there. Dr. Arlt Is worKiul -taw= the lay 4hen the GRE can discourage from graduate

training those studant.s hi UUMr--Aq ;n4Ufficient "maturity" to match the pro-

fessional pace of scientierte.,.

It is hardly just to blame stunerca far those obviots academic and economic pressures

that make completion of audiritsc.es =necessarily slaw. Indeed, departments which have

made efforts to tidy up the_z Pz.J. ragrams have generally found that, mature or not,

students can complete their t---4.41wlw-fula an time. But a more fundamental criticism

can be made. If "Immatur-rv" -a ae ettrihuted to those students who read for the

pleasure or interest inherent _a =le emaerience at the expense of clearly defined pro-

fessional purposes, them e test wtn exr'ITriPs "immature" students from graduate pro-

grams excludes those very stunerta grahahly belong in it--students whose enthusiasms

range widely, ann from WILu SI. rmisio-r-* zame those who produce significant syntheses

of human expression anh exp.leada

John Winterbottom, representanl =nr!lified the program. He convinced us that there

is little finanriP1 profit the ;141q, add what money is left over is put back into

research. He convineeh ue =nem RrWPMT: people have considerable control over basic

decisions relevant to the 1--P4T1-rni 4intsrhottam left us with a prediction: related

academic and ecanamic pressurea L 5mirce graduate admissions officers to rely more

and more widely an the GEE.

Mr. Winterbottam is prmbabay trasammt; bmieed, ane who accepts his assumptions may extend

his argument. A groduRfP newt:mm.1Tc that demands a GRE score of the 75th percentile

is, by definition, MOM selertawe -TEM Jnim which demands a mere 60th percentile, and

the more selective department id attract the Larger number of professionally ambitious

applicants and thus he 0+11-r- irmaa=trzE-a tr.; standardsT-maintPir them until another de-

partment. demands a scnre annme ±Eth gercentiie and thus proves itself even more

selective. And such standards 4=--r mast certainly affect undergraduate instruction,

which will become increasdnEly rinmprT? .gaared ta eventual success in the GRE. I was

surely not the only member nf the *iiii-frmrriMrx- whin,. while running my eye over the types

of GRE questions listed in PxrE...arr- 3auth's pager, wondered haw I could "tighten" my

own program, thus to put any 111=211==1- ha grafesaianally advantageous positions. Nor

was I the only member of the aunnenim wirra jutted dawn the address (Educational Testing

Service, Princeton, New aezasy) .L.Laff which L was ia7ited to obtain sample questions.

Mr. Winterbottom disrin-rw.T4 smoF MMELIOM ta see gragrams adjust to the test, just as

Alfred Nobel once assumed nna,y13eatestinia uses af dynamite.

And now my own predication., wink= egakmes £L.0 sa the implications d.rawn fram Mr. Winterbottam's

talk. Yes, the GRE will rnme =c a iur easingIy tightly used and the type of correct-

incorrect responses which it nemmmms ;aiLL tacreasingIy came to define and control under-

graduate and grwillnt 4. imatra==iam hr anglish. Large dep sc=gts, as Mr. Winterbottom

suggests, will UBE the -1-P4.11- fenmaumm rf ft.T simpTicity.1 qma77 departments (Which don't

need the test becRTIPP they tame -L-he jersEcotael to do a more thorough job of screening

applicants) will 1.1B2 the BEI tr. ug with the Large departments. And at the same

time, an opposite reaction ad22 =rt. Same chairmen, unPasy before the prospect of

measuring abilities by stanriatramei tests, given natiorally without provision for a

student to stress what he, iliAMBE'LE.0 EEEEE =tat attractive in himself, will develop pro-

grams that avoid the very type aolE mmatruL that the GRE encourages. They will accept

students who are mot already ItraakcEnaLs in canventioraT English literature (students

who, instead, may be JRywrighas ar- sky-divers), and they will_ seek students who are

"immature" in the sense that .L.liA rimmiwthiel.y and talk enthusiastically about lots of

ideas at once.. They will nmourr Jr=geT laluestIy with the paradoxical problem of

training students luuteanion'al:. mod at the same time not superimposihg such limits



M.

on this professionalism that the st.uneTa... 11.1=. =alemble..2-es rat aff from that large

understanding that underlles geniune can= Du-ATT,,,, 7:3 =man *anemia-age.

Just as some freshman compositior. Pror unri =Imam alammianaLzen =esting of success,

some undergraduate programs w.112. pp.= =ashim=1. znt IRE. irom i-ame 4i.LI net. One can

hope that students whr have Deer. g:vex =nit =3 le±:Lme ane= JUR areas of inquiry

will by their own success demonstrazt zue Ti+,raT1 --' it mujoiri;ning programs irrelevant

to that system of formal, stanhar=2.er no-tnnz, =mac 4122_ :..ncreasingly control

the profession.
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